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The new Gutenberg editor gives content creators more 
freedom to create layouts without programming 
knowledge. 

However there is still a steep learning curve on how to use 
the block editor efficiently. 

In this talk we will provide an overview of the block editor in 
WordPress 5.5 as well as answering any questions on how 
to use the block editor with your site.



History

Out of the box, WordPress had a single 
text editor box - OK for basic word 
processing, but not great for complex 
layouts.



History

Solutions for this problem created a 
whole industry of page builders and 
custom meta box generators, such as 
Elementor, Advanced Custom Fields



History

Disadvantages to these methods:

- You are tied into using those solutions as if the plugin is switched off the 
content is either broken or no-longer editable.

- All page and theme builders solve these problems in different ways, no 
consistency between builders

- Some but not all slow down websites considerably by adding a lot of extra 
JS and CSS

- Security vulnerabilities.



History

Matt Mullenweg / Automattic 
introduced the Gutenberg plugin in 
2017 to create a WordPress way of 
solving these issues. 

It was first merged into WordPress in 
December 2018.

(The plugin continues to be available and contains new 
features that are not currently in WordPress core.)
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What is a block?

A self contained input area that creates 
an element on a web page such as:

- A Heading
- An Image
- More complex elements such as 

galleries, cover images etc



How to add a block

- Use the /name hot key while typing
- Plus button found in the content area
- Plus button at the top left corner of 

the screen



How to find a block

Blocks are associated with categories



How to find a block

Text

In this section you will find simple word 
processing blocks such as paragraphs, 
headings and lists.



How to find a block

Media

In this section you will find Images, 
Galleries, videos and audio blocks



How to find a block

Widgets

In this section you will find widgets that 
you would previously find in the widgets 
area in the admin such as archives, 
latest comments etc



How to find a block

Design

In this section you will find blocks that 
will give you the ability to create layouts



How to find a block

Embeds

Embeds are content that you can pull in 
from other websites, for example 
Twitter, YouTube other WordPress sites 
etc.

(Facebook and Instagram no longer work due to Facebook changing the 
way their app works)



How to find a block

Other

You may find plugins or themes you 
have installed add their own category 
for blocks associated with the plugin or 
theme.

For example Yoast structured data blocks



How to find a block

More information about the various blocks and which category they are found 
in are available here: 

https://wordpress.org/support/article/blocks/ 



How to move a block

- Arrows in the top left hand corner 
of the block

- Copy and paste the block
- Move to functionality
- Code editor



How to delete a block

- Remove Block in block navigation UI
- Backspace on Keyboard



Changing block options

There are a variety of places to change block options:

- In the right hand sidebar
- On the toolbar
- Inside the block itself

Options depend on which block you choose, we will look at some of the more 
common blocks.



Installing a new block

- You can search for additional 
blocks from within the block 
editor

- You can search the WordPress 
plugin directory for plugins with a 
suite of blocks



Uninstalling a block

Go to plugins and delete the plugin 
that is associated with your block



Block Patterns

- Block Patterns a list of common design patterns for 
building web pages

- Editors choose a pattern and modify patterns to suit 
them

- Better than staring at a blank page (writer's block)
- More patterns can be downloaded from other 

resources e.g. https://gutenberghub.com/templates/



Reusable Blocks

A nice feature if you are reusing the 
same information for e.g. author 
details. This lets you set up the block 
once and if the information needs to 
be updated it will change everywhere.



The Future

Install the Gutenberg plugin to see experimental features

- Add the block editor to the widgets section
- Create menus using blocks
- End goal - full site block editing



Should I be using Gutenberg?

Disadvantages:

- Not as fully featured as other page builders
- Ecosystem is also not as fully developed for extra features
- Things are still in a state of flux and not always stable especially with the 

experimental features



Should I be using Gutenberg?

Advantages:

- More consistent UI for developers to hook into (so less of a learning curve 
when adding new plugins)

- Intuitive interface compared with some page builders
- Web page is faster than many page builders
- New features will be added all the time, the ecosystem will grow
- Not as tied into one framework as it is native to WordPress
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